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What I did: Things you did in the lessons 

I helped my husband to commit murder. No- I persuaded him to do it! I found this quite 

easy. 

 

How this was useful: I know/I understand/I explored/I discovered/because… 

I did this because I wanted to explore what it would be like to be King and Queen. I wanted 

us to rule; I didn’t care how we got there. Who would challenge us anyway, when we were 

in charge? 

 

My response is: I felt / I liked / I didn’t like / I enjoyed/ I struggled with/ I tried 

I felt excited. We had a good plan – but my husband didn’t stick to the plan.  I had to 

take over and finish the job.  I hadn’t expected to do that. I thought I would be fine but 

actually I found it quite challenging. It was also really tiring. 

 

I have learned that… 

I have learned that actions have consequences and what I thought didn’t matter turned out to 

matter a lot! I thought I wouldn’t feel this way but I feel so – guilty! I can’t stop 

thinking about it. 

 

Next step: I am going to improve by/I want to find out about/The target I will set myself 

is/ I am going to make/What I would do differently is… 

What I would do differently is I would make sure my team really knew the plan! I would 

avoid getting blood on my hands – it just doesn’t seem to come off! 

 

For my next steps, I am going to have an early bedtime all week. I think I will be able to 

focus and learn a lot better if I could just get some sleep! 

 

I am going to do some research to find out what I can do to stop feeling guilty. 

 


